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From the Editor

“November this year brings the joy of the festival of 
lights and children’s day. Diwali always inspires fes-
tive and creative ideas. The past issues of craftziners 
includes several ideas for cards and decor and for 
decking up the baccha party!

We bring forth in this issue, ... “
And there is more...
Craftziners is becoming a subscription e-magazine, 
starting January 2013. Don't forget to book your 
copy now. For queries, contact us at craftziners@
gmail.com

Happy reading!
Sangita

 Editorial info@craftziners.com 

 Sales info@craftziners.com 

 Distribution info@craftziners.com 

get in touch...

Free projects and more at
www.craftziners.com
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Sangita V.S
Sangita has been a part of Craftziners right from the beginning, she was our first con-
tributor.  She takes time in her very busy schedule and does the editing for the maga-
zine. You can see more of her works at www.craftziners.com

 
Muskaan Pervez
Muskaan has been painting as long as she can remember. She enjoys painting and shar-
ing her skills with others. During her spare time she takes classes at her home. You can 
see more of her works at www.craftziners.com

Divya N
Divya is a Fashion and jewelry Designer. She loves designing jewelry which she sells
under her brand name Sayuri™. She uses various craft techniques and new materials in 
her work which makes it innovative. You can see more of her works at
Blog- http://jewelsofsayuri.blogspot.com/
Facebook brand page & store – https://www.facebook.com/JewelsofSayuri
store - http://sayuri.itshandmade.in/

Lalita Solomom
Lalita is a  retired art and craft teacher , art is her passion,she does oil painting, 
fabric painting, silk painting ,quilling, bread dough craft, flower making,quilting, 
photography,knitting, embroidery Clay flower making,pot painting ,Wall clocks  etc

Dr.Jyoti Gupta
Dr. Jyoti Gupta is into arts since 25 years,and conducting my own finearts institute
as “ISHA’S INSTITUTE OF ARTS AND ASTROPALMISTRY. You can see more of her works at 
http://sculpturemagic.blogspot.in/

Aafreen Pervez
Aafreen is the youngest CZS team member. She is here to contribute art and crafts that 
can be done by kids.

  Meet our Team

http://jewelsofsayuri.blogspot.com/
https://www.facebook.com/JewelsofSayuri
http://sayuri.itshandmade.in/
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DIY PROJECT - JEWELRY SERIES 
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   How to make Forehead ornaments !  by 
     
      Divya.N

With Diwali around the corner its now time to dress fes-
tive. As there is not much new happening on the clothes 
front this season in Indian wear, it’s only natural that we 
turn to accessories to make us look good. In my opinion 
festive dressing is incomplete without atleast one tra-

ditional Indian ornament and for this year’s Diwali I propose Forehead 
ornaments. Ornaments like Nethi chuttin, Maang Tika, Rakri, Sitara all 
come under this category and can be made easily in a few minutes. In 
this post I’ll be showing you how to make two of them – a stone nethi 
chutti using an old earring or pendant and a beaded maang tika.
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PROCEDURE

Make the Nethi Chutti 

1) Measure the length of chain  
quired to make the focal hang 
on your forehead and cut. Keep 
aside. Open two jump rings

2) Connect the chain and the flat 
earring or pendant using one 
jump ring and the chain and the 
hook using another and close 
them.  Your Nethi Chutti is now 
done. It’s a great way to reuse/re-
cycle all the single/pair less ear-
rings or small pendants.
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PROCEDURE

Make the Nethi Chutti 

1) Measure the length of chain  
quired to make the focal hang 
on your forehead and cut. Keep 
aside. Open two jump rings

2) Connect the chain and the flat 
earring or pendant using one 
jump ring and the chain and the 
hook using another and close 
them.  Your Nethi Chutti is now 
done. It’s a great way to reuse/re-
cycle all the single/pair less ear-
rings or small pendants.

Make the Beaded Maang Tika

1) Add the flat bead to an eyepin and loop using pliers
2) Attach to the ring of a premade chain (Decorated flat chain with a 
loop on one end and a hook at the other or make your own chain by fol-
lowing the process listed in Nethi Chutti)
3) To the lower loop of the flat bead add a crystal or bead using the loop-
ing method
4) To the lower loop of the crystal add a pearl on a head pin and loop. 
Instead of a pearl you could use Lorreals or seed beads or ghunghroos
Your Maang tika is ready for you to sport on Diwali. Have great Fun mak-
ing these ornaments!!
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Tell us a little about yourself.

The older son of working class people, I was lucky to have 
my parents who never discouraged me from carrying out 
any of my xillion hobbies. The let me paint as much as 
I wanted, before I realized I wouldn’t ever be a painter. 
Same thing happened with cricket, badminton, football, 
table tennis, keeping aquarium fish, collecting stamps, 
so on and so forth. Having changed so many hobbies, I 
had was bound get stuck somewhere. It happened with 
photography (along with blogging).

What inspired your passion towards photogra-
phy?
It all started with a craze to get my own wallpapers. I was 
inspired first by a software and website called webshots. I 
used to love the wallpapers that came out of that site, and 
tried to create my own wallpapers, with a 3.2 mpx Nikon 
digital camera that I bought from the money I squirreled 
away from my monthly salary for a couple of quarters. But 
that camera and some random (bad) photographs got me 
a few friends and gurus, at work , in a forum called Infosys 
Photography Club. Later, I got to see follow work of some 
really good Indian wildlife photographers which really 
made me focus into wildlife, specifically birds.

“No light, 
no life…”

                      Featured Artist
     Up Close with Sandeep Somasekharan
 visit him online at http://www.flickr.com/photos/sandyclix/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/sandyclix/
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Do you have a website or a blog where you dis-
play your captures?
http://flickr.com/photos/sandyclix

What is your favourite kind of photography, and 
what is it that interests you so much?

I am crazy about nature photography specifically birds, 
the reason being quite simple. Birds are naturally beauti-
ful and you don’t have to put a lot of extra effort to try and 
create good looking photographs. Yes, there are basics 
to be followed, but once you get a hang of that, the rest 
is quite easy. Also, the interest in bird photography was 

spawned from a keen interest in natural history. Also 
another reason would be that I was in Mysore for the last 
6 years (which was when the hobby developed into a pas-
sion) which used to be a wonderful place with rich bird life.

What kind of equipment do you use now, and 
what did you start with?
I started with a point and shoot camera, and now I have 
a Nikon D300s and a 300mm f4 lens. It is a little short for 
bird photography, but it is a very sharp lens and the best 
that price can buy. I also have a 60mm macro lens and 
some other budget lenses that I use occasionally.

     Up Close with Sandeep Somasekharan
 visit him online at http://www.flickr.com/photos/sandyclix/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/sandyclix/
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What or who inspires you 
most when it comes to pho-
tography? Do you idolize 
anyone?

To be very frank, there are pho-
tographs that I admire, envy and 
even worship. But I do not idolize 
photographers. There are a few fo-
rums that I follow regularly, and a 
few photographers whose work I 
closely follow, mostly Indian pho-
tographers who are into nature 
photography. There are many pho-
tographers I admire and respect as 
genuine human beings and as wi-
zards who create magic just out of 
a beam of stray light, but it would 
be unfair to take a few names out 
of that list.

What’s your favourite ever 
image, and why?

http://www.creativenaturephoto-
graphy.net/forum/phpBB3_0_1/
gallery/image_page.php?album_
id=1&image_id=49

This photograph titled fumes of the 
(butter) fly by Ganesh H Shankar 
comes to my mind first up. This one 
is a very creative use of the simple 
science of camera shutter speed- 
where a perfectly chosen slow 
shutter speed creates a motion blur 
of the green spots in the butterfly’s 
wings as it flutters up from a flower. 
The perfect metering of the sce-
ne helps the black on the butterfly 
to dissolve into the background, 
creating the green spots to appear 
like wisps of smoke rising from the 
flower.

This photograph was the one that 
created an epiphany in my mind, 
that there is so much to learn and 

do with the device called camera.

Is photography your busi-
ness or your passion?

For now it is my passion alone. I am 
a bad businessman. 

Do you work somewhere? 
How do you manage your 
work life against chasing your 
passion?

I work as a Senior Project Manager 
at Infosys Limited, Thiruvanantha-
puram. I have found that having 
a passion like photography helps 
me combat the stress at work and 
gives me some reason to look 
forward to the weekend. Mostly it is 
on the weekends that I go out on 
photo outings, which forms a great 
way for me to unwind.
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If you can give a piece of ad-
vice to a budding photogra-
pher, what would it be?

I would pass on the advice I got 
from one of my mentors from In-
fosys Photography club.

“No light, no life…”

Do you have any goals you 
would want to accomplish 
with respect to photography?

No long term goals as such. Would 
like to continue this hobby as long 
as I can, document as much as I 
can and if possible, some day let 
the hobby fund itself.

 

Are you a self-taught pho-
tographer, or did you attend 
any classes or workshops 
anywhere?

Learned mostly from friends and in-
ternet/ office forums, have not rea-
lly attended classes.

Do you have any favorite re-
sources for photography tips 
that you can share with our 
readers?

In the internet, there are quite a few 
great sites like digital-photography-
school.com, cambridgeincolor.com 
, luminous-landscape.com etc have 
a lot of articles that a beginner can 
refer. At work , our Infosys photo-
graphy club has helped me immen-
sely and I would love to share it with 
anyone who works at Infosys.

Have you ever faced criticism 
as a photographer? What was 
the most important lesson 
that you picked up from your 
critics?

Have heard from many that I ad-
here a lot to certain basic rules of 
composition, that I do not experi-
ment much. Can’t still say I have 
got over that bad habit.

Do you conduct classes or 
workshops on photography, 
or do you write about them?

Mostly I conduct basic photography 
classes at workplace, for free. Ne-
ver ever tried conducting classes 
outside …
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DIY PROJECT - KIDS CRAFT

BY AAFREEN PERVEZ

I love playing with drums. So with the help of my mom, I made one. Sharing here the 
idea how to make a drum

How to make a Drum at  home

Things You'll Need

    Coke can, 6-inch diameter
    Gift Wraper possibly glittered one.
     Glue
     Decorative Lace
     Ribbon
    Utility knife
    Paint
    Paintbrush
    Bowl
    Water

What to do?

Decorate the can using the paper and 
decorative laces. Make a hole to both 
the sides and add ribbon.
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DIY PROJECT - ARTIFICIAL FLOWER SERIES

How to make Organdy Flowers? 
            
                                                                           by Muskaan Pervez

Materials 
   Required

    Organdy Cloth.
    Thread 
   Scissors
     Broom Stick
      Green tape
     Artificial leaves
       Glue

How to make?
  
First cut the organdy cloth in 
3 sizes (small, medium and 
large)  - in each size have 
about 5 pieces cut. Next, fold 
each piece into two equal

halves like a triangle as shown below. Now slowly but firmly roll the corners of the tri-
angle to give it a curl effect.Repeat this for all the petals. It is always better to have more 
number of smaller petals. These will form the inside part of the rose and will make your rose 
look denser. Take the string and roll in a small piece of the cloth in the center to get a bud 
like appearance.Take the smallest size petal and tie a knot around the metal string using the 
thread. The folded corners of the petals should face the outside. Similarly add each small size 
petal around the center one by one. Ensure that each knot is firm and holds the petal tight.
Now take the petals of the next size and repeat the above procedure. Tie the petals in an neat 
evenly fashion. The petals of the largest size should now be tied. These petals generally tend 
to come off if not tied well. So before starting this step, apply a little glue to the bottom of the 
rose and then start making the knots. Now the flower part is done.

This is the last step. Take the green tape, apply very little glue on the stem and drape the 
green tape around the stem. Attach the leaves to the stem if you want to to and you’ve got 
your organdy rose flower!

visit for step by step pictorial tutorials : http://artplatter.com/2011/04/how-to-make-artificial-
roses-with-organdy/
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DIY PROJECT  - COFFEE PAINTING
How to make a Egyptian Coffee Painting?
                  BY JAYA VENKATESH                                             

Materials Needed

Plywood / MDF board
Fevicryl Glue ‘N’ Gloss
Fevicol or White Glue
Egyptian Design photocopy
Fevicryl 3D Outliner – Copper / bronze
Instant Coffee Powder
Tissue Papers
Brushes
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Take the wooden board and smoothen it with sandpaper. 

•Mix Fevicol with water to make it easy to apply with a brush. Apply this fevicol 
mix on the board fully in easy strokes with a flat brush. 

Start laying a tissue paper on it when it is wet. Cover the board with 2-3 layers of 
tissue, using more fevicol mix. Allow it to dry 3-4 hrs

Cut out the design neatly (I have taken a Egyptian queen and a couple of Egyp-
tian symbols here) 

Stick these designs on top of the tissue covered board using fevicol
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Mix fevicryl glue ‘n’ gloss with water in 1-1 ratio and apply it in even strokes with a 
flat brush on top of the design. Allow it to dry for 2 hrs

Outline the entire design with the 3D outliner. Allow it to dry for 15-20 mins 

•Mix little coffee powder with water to get a light brown colour and apply it all 
over the board. Allow it to dry a little

Now we can start giving different shades of coffee colour by using a few drops of 
water if u want dark colour and a ½ spoon of water if u want lighter shades. 
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The background needs minimum 3 coats of light coffee colour to give a nice 
finish.

The tissue gives a textured effect and looks like a old parchment or an old wall 
painting

Tip:-Adding a drop of glue ‘n’ gloss to the coffee mixture makes it dry faster and 
gives a glossy finish
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Craftziners - Best of the month

MURAL NAMEPLATE

I have used polymer clay and ply ,some wood glue to make this artI have made faces 
and alphabets of polymer clay and baked it in oven ,once it's cooled down I glued it on 
textured ply.

BY SWATI
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I am sure most of us have heard of Pinterest and also have a board in Pinterest. But do 
you know that Pinterest can be a powerful tool to help your business?

What is Pinterest? Pinterest is a social media website that focuses on organising im-
ages on your own virtual bulletin boards. People create boards of their favorite "pins"/ 
images that they find around the web/ Internet. You can also connect with other pin-
terest users by following their boards, repinning their photos, etc. Pinterest has been 
gaining alot of attention in social media websites. 

Now most of you must be doing this, but how can it help your business? You just have 
to create boards that are specific to your business products. For example, if you make 
and sell bead jewelry, you can set up a board called "Beaded Jewelry" and post images 
of other work as well as your works on to that board. The benefit in this is that pin-
terest automatically includes the website URL to where the photo originated. So not 
only are you sharing the image but you also created a link to your website that people 
can go and click on to visit your website. How does this help you? First you shared an 
image to the like interest people and secondly, you created an external link pointing 
to your website. Pinterest also helps other persons to repin your work, Remember not 
to just pin your work but also pin others work, in turn they will get inspired and pin 
your work.
 
If you have a website you can install the pinterest pin button on your website posts, 
so you readers can pin the photos to their boards. You can also add a " Follow me on 
Pinterest" button to your website. Be sure to start following other boards on Pinter-
est that you find inspiring. The more you follow the more followers you will gain in 
return. Another interesting fact, do you want to check who have pinned your work 
from your website? just replace the "yourdomainhere" with your domain name below 
http://pinterest.com/source/yourdomainhere.com

How Pinterest Can Help Your Craft Business?
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Kalighat is one of the oldest neighbourhoods in South Kolkata, and has a rich cultural his-
tory. Today, Kalighat is known to public as the location for Kolkata’s famous Kalika temple 
and its traditional art of hand painting – the Kalighat paintings.

Kalighat paintings originated in the late 1830s when, due to the breakdown of mughal pa-
tronage, painters and artists moved to and settled in and around Kolkata. Kalighat painting 
or pata (meaning ‘pot’ in Bengali) is characterised by generously curving figures of both 
men and women in an earthy satirical style. They are highly stylised pen and ink drawings, 
usually on paper or cloth, filled with bright colours. Apart from mythological characters, 
the painters also chose unconventional subjects for their paintings, such as ones found in 
daily life around them.

Traditional Kalighat patas were made by nomadic sufi artisans called ‘Patua’ who pursued 
it as their family trade. Genuine pata is hard to come by today, although the painting form 
has become very popular. The paintings were made on thin sheets of paper, using a water 
based medium, and pencil or pens for drawing outlines.

Art & Crafts of India - Kalighat Painting
BY SANGITA
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Art & Crafts of India - Kalighat Painting

Initially paintings were made and sold to devotees and visitors to Kalighat. Pata 
paintings flourished during nineteenth century when east india company trade 
was established in Kolkata. Prior to the conception of contemporary life based pata 
paintings, the only form of paintings that flourished in Kolkata until then was a 
form of scroll paintings which depicted popular scenes from Tulsidas’s Ramcharit-
manas or pictures of gods and goddesses. 

The Calcutta school of art, set up by the British in nineteenth century to impart 
European style of academic training to Indian artists, marked a major turning 
point in the history of pata paintings. This lead to a fusion of Indian and british 
ideas and techniques, which make these paintings stand out from the rest. With 
their bold simplifications, vibrant colours and visual rhythm, the Kalighat paint-
ings stand closer to modern than traditional Indian art.

The drawings are made on a flat background so that the images stand out. Figures 
are roundish in treatment and the skin is often left white. Light and shade is used 
to bring about modelling. Characters are often depicted wearing jewels. Uncon-
ventional themes such as that of an Englishman on an elephant shooting tigers, or 
jockeys engaged in horse racing can be found in old paintings. They also included 
a caricature of events such as proverbs. In a way, the paintings became a mode of 
social commentary. Silver is used to add gaudiness to the pictures of gods or god-
desses. 
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Edges of saris were emphasised using silver dashes or patterns of silver were made on 
dresses. Jewels were indicated using thin silver lines. Kalighat paintings depicting hindu 
dieties were much sought after by hindu pilgrims visiting Kalighat. This art form was at it’s 
prime in the 1860s.

The demand for these paintings were so high that they were replicated by german lithog-
raphy on glazed paper, which lasted much longer and were visually more alluring. The 
market was flooded with such german oleographs, and compelled the traditional artisans 
to withdraw their work. Sadly, this resulted in the death of this art form. Today, there aren’t 
any practitioners of Kalighat Painting

Art & Crafts of India - Kalighat Painting
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Rudyard Kipling was particularly charmed by these paintings and acquired a lot of them, 
which he later donated to the Victoria and Albert Museum (London) in 1917. Thanks to 
him, we have a few surviving copies of the original paintings in the British museum.

As Banglapedia quotes: “Kalighat was the first artistic expression of a subaltern culture in 
the Indian sub-continent that addressed the consumer directly; it was neither directed by, 
nor produced for the capital or for the ruling authority.”

Art & Crafts of India - Kalighat Painting
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Art & Crafts of India - Kalighat Painting
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Material
Watercolor Paper
Water Colors
Tracing Design
Completed Color Printout of the design
Brushes
Water

How to do
Trace the design to the paper using a carbon. Once traced you start painting the back-
groun and rest of the painting using the reference with watercolor. 

 Read a book day - Do join our wonderful               
sponsor online read a book community

Art & Crafts of India - Kalighat Painting
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Can you share with us a bit about your art, about 
you and how you got started?

I was always trying to buy hair bows for my stepdaughter 
but I could never find exactly what I wanted.  They were 
either too small or too expensive, not the right color, and 
so on.  I gained an interest in trying to make my own by 
seeing what others had made at consignment sales, ven-
dor booths and online.  It seemed like something I would 
really enjoy doing and I could be as creative as I wanted.  
Once I began teaching myself how to make the hair 
bows, all of these ideas for themes and ribbon and color 
combinations started piling up in my brain so quickly that 

I had to stop what I was doing and start writing them all 
down.  For the first couple of weeks, I would stay up until 
2:00 or 3:00 in the morning making ridiculous amounts of 
hair bows because as I would create one, another idea 
would come to me and I would get so excited about it that 
I couldn’t sleep.  I had to stay up and make the next one.  
I was afraid I would die from sleep deprivation at that rate, 
so I learned to pace myself and list my ideas so I could go 
back to them when I had time.

     Up Close with Holly Sutton
 visit him online at www.etsy.com/shop/fancypantshairbows

Meet Holly Sutton – an artist by passion 
and profession. Holly started making hair 
bows quite accidentally while searching 
for one for her step daughter. That start-
ed off as an interest, which developed 
into a passion, and later budding into a 
wonderful business.

In this interview, Holly tells us all about 
how she started off making hair bows, 
and also some good pointers to budding 
businesses.

Holly, thanks a lot for this interview and 
sharing your views with us.

Name : Holly Sutton
Blog: N/A
Website: Fancy Pants Hair Bows by 
Holly Facebook Page
Shop: www.etsy.com/shop/fancypant-
shairbows
Location Bryant, Arkansas
Contact: hollygracesutton@hotmail.com, 
Etsy or Facebook

   Featured Artist

www.etsy.com/shop/fancypantshairbows
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Is Art your Passion or Profession?
Art is definitely a passion… so much so that I turned it into 
a profession in more ways than one.  Aside from making 
hair bows at night, I teach high school graphic design full-
time and I also do paintings, murals, drawings, etc. on the 
side for people that request them.  I learned so much in 
college as an art education major and my passion for art 
just grew deeper with each thing I learned.  I found every-
thing so interesting and inspiring that I wanted to share it 
with others, which is why I decided to be an art teacher.  A 
lot of people tell you not to make a career out of what you 
love doing in fear that you will lose appreciation for it, but 
that hasn’t happened for me.

How many years have you been into Art and 
Crafts seriously as a profession?

I’ve been making arts and crafts since I was a kid.  It has 
always been a fun thing for me to do.  My mom is a pre-
school teacher and a florist, so she’s bursting with crafti-
ness and creativity and I get that from her.  She made the 
Halloween costumes for me and my younger sister every 
year as kids.  On a rainy day, she was always prepared 
with some kind of crafty project before we could even 
mutter the words, “I’m bored.”  For my birthday party one 
year, she found a massive paint splatter tie-dye machine 
and put it in the middle of our kitchen and all the kids at 
the party made their own t-shirts.  I took art lessons every 
summer growing up and we always made fun little knick-
knacks to take home.  Arts and Crafts was always my 
favorite part of Bible school and summer day camp.  I take 
advantage of holidays to be crafty and make handmade 
valentines, Christmas cards and birthday presents.  I’m 

guilty of seeing a crafty item I want but never wanting 
to spend the money on it and saying, “I can make that 
myself!”  I see it as a challenge.  I only began making hair 
bows with the intention of selling them in November 2010.  
The first couple of bows I made are embarrassing and I’m 
shocked that anyone bought them.  I’ve come a long way 
in a short amount of time.  It’s the small tweaks I’ve made 
that have made a big difference.

How did you come up with your brand name?

There’s no sentimental meaning behind it… I just wanted 
something with some sass.  My 6-year old stepdaughter is 
as sassy as they come and she is my inspiration for all the 
bows I make.  I tend to tease her when she’s in a mood 
and call her things like “Sassy Pants” or “Pouty Pants”.  
So, I started making a list of all the “Pants” names I’ve 
used and “Fancy Pants” kept jumping out at me.  My bows 
usually have a funky combination of patterns and colors 
and I envision prematurely stylish girly-girls in fancy tutus 
and coordinating embroidered shirts wearing them.  It just 
fits.  Plus, “Fancy Pants” is just fun to say.

What’s the best part of having your own busi-
ness?

I get to make the rules, which is a nice break from a long 
day of following the rules.  I get to choose what’s made 
and what’s not.  I love being able to work around my 
busy schedule and the deadlines I have for my business 
are creative challenges instead of stressful burdens.  It’s 
something fun for me that I just happen to get paid to do.  
I get paid to have fun.  That’s awesome.
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What surprised you about ha-
ving your own business?

Its success.  I’m guilty of constant-
ly second-guessing, third-guessing 
and fourth-guessing myself to the 
point that I completely talk myself 
out of things.  I am my own worst 
critic and I really doubted that 
anyone would want to buy what I 
made in the beginning.  As busi-
ness has grown, so has my confi-
dence in my work and my ability to 
have a successful business of my 
own.

How and where do you adver-
tise your product?

I have a Facebook page for Fancy 
Pants Hair Bows by Holly, and I 
also promote on my personal Fa-
cebook page.  I have an Etsy shop 
which has proved to be a fantas-
tic social network and has given 
me nationwide business.  I put a 
business card in each package I 
ship out in hopes that customers 
will hang on to them and refer 
me to their friends.  I’ve donated 
to a couple of fundraisers and 
events and I held my first giveaway 
around Valentine’s day which was 
a surprising success.  I’m setting 

up my first official vendor booth at 
a children’s consignment sale in 
March and I’m hoping that allows 
a bigger audience to see what I 
do.  Most importantly, I depend 
on people to tell each other about 
my craft.  Word of mouth is one of 
the best forms of advertising and 
it always puts a smile on my face 
to hear someone say that a friend 
referred them to me.

What are your future goals 
for your business?

When the time is right, my dream is 
to be a stay-at-home mom.  I hope 
that by the time I’m ready to start 
having my own children, my busi-
ness is successful enough that I 
can quit my day job and turn Fancy 
Pants into a full-time gig.  My mom 
stayed at home with me and my sis-
ter and ran a floral business out of 
our house so that she could spend 
more time with us.  I am forever gra-
teful that she was able to take us 
to school in the mornings, pick us 
up every afternoon and be at home 
whenever we needed her.  When 
we were sick, she didn’t have to call 
into work to tell them she couldn’t 
come in.  At the same time, I think 
having her own business saved 

her sanity because it gave her so-
mething else to focus on besides 
just her kids.  I want to be able to do 
that with my own children.  I loved 
that my mom was able to spend so 
much time with us and I want my 
kids to have that same luxury.

Is there any area which you 
would say you specialize in 
Art and Crafts?

Perfectionism is my specialty.  It’s 
also my arch nemesis.  I came out 
of the womb being a perfectionist in 
everything I do and no matter how 
much I try to let go of things, I just 
can’t bear the thought of putting my 
name on something that isn’t its 
best.  My products are never slo-
ppy because I don’t allow them to 
be.  If it doesn’t look like something 
I would want my own child to wear, I 
tear it apart and start all over again.

Do you take classes for 
others?

During the summer, I go to an art 
teacher retreat which is one ama-
zing week of just making the art 
that we art teachers never get time 
to make.  It’s awesome.  Other than 
that, I don’t have much time in my 
busy schedule for any classes.  I 
would love to go back to school and 
get my masters in Art Education so 
that I could take more college art 
courses.  Maybe one day.

What keeps you motivated?

Making people happy.  I get such a 
high from people saying how much 
they love my work.  I also get su-
per excited when I see the little girls 
wearing my bows around.
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Which of your art/craft tool is 
your favorite?

I love the building process of a hair 
bow.  Mixing and matching different 
patterns and colors together to see 
what comes is out is exciting.  I get 
to start with a blank canvas every 
time.  I like to mix patterns together 
that people wouldn’t normally think 
of.  More often than none, I will just 
start with one pattern of ribbon that 
I’m in the mood to use and 
start trying to match other 
patterns, colors, buttons 
and so on with it.  Someti-
mes just a pattern on a rib-
bon will inspire a bottle cap 
design to go in the center of 
the bow.  That’s my other fa-
vorite part of making bows 
– designing the bottle caps.  
They can turn a plain bow 
that any little girl could wear 
into a bow that only fits one 
little girl’s personality.   That 
little touch of personaliza-
tion makes that bow unique 
which is something custo-
mers are always wanting.

What part of the creati-
ve process do you en-
joy the most?

I love that there are no 
boundaries.  I can mix 
as many patterns together as I 
want, build them as big as I want, 
celebrate any holiday or theme 
I want in a bow – it’s limitless.  I 
love that I can add a touch of my 
graphic design skills into them by 
adding the bottle caps which also 
allows me to show off a little bit of 
my (kid-friendly) sense of humor.  

One of my biggest hits so far is my 
“BOYS STINK” bow which was the 
inspiration for another Etsy artist’s 
Treasury entitled, “Boys Stink!  But 
I still kinda like it when they wear 
cowboy boots!”

What would be your tips, ad-
vice and suggestion to your 
fellow crafters?

Don’t doubt yourself.  As artists, we 
are our toughest critics and we see 
all the flaws in our work before we 
see the beauty.  Truth is, we are 
members of the elite few who can 
create the things that we do.  Most 
people only wish that they could 
be crafty and are amazed by what 
we can do.  A craft is defined as a 
an art, trade or occupation requi-

ring special skill.  Not ordinary skill.  
Take pride in your God-given gift.  
Most importantly, never stop having 
fun with it.  Once it stops being fun, 
it turns into a job and a mental block 
instead of a creative outlet and ar-
tistic escape.  You should always 
enjoy the company of your talent.

If you had no financial or time 
constraints, what dream pro-

ject would you like to 
work on?

First, I would like to complete 
every painting and drawing I 
ever started and never finis-
hed.  There’s a lot of them.  
Unfortunately, that’s a bad 
habit of mine.  Then, I would 
like to start (and finish) all 
the drawings and paintings I 
haven’t started yet but have 
been wanting to do for a 
long time.  It doesn’t sound 
like much, but it would be a 
HUGE accomplishment for 
me.  I would also like to eat 
endless amounts of Skittles 
and Sour Patch Kids while 
working on them, but the 
question didn’t ask what I 
would do if I had no caloric 
restraints.  Still, that would 
pretty awesome.
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DR.JYOTI GUPTADIY PROJECT - Fish aquarium

Material required
 
Ply board:

Size:12 inches by 36 inches

Thickness:10 m.m.

Attach a horizontal ply piece of 5 inches 
width.we will develop the aquarium on this 
bard to give a 3d effect.

Plaster of paris:2 kg

Fevicol:250 gms.

Papermache clay:1 kg. approx

Fevicrl colours as required.

White enamel paint:200 gms

Thinner:to wash brush of oil paint.

Clear varnish: 200gms.touchwood,or,any 
good company like Nerolac or Asian paints.

Method :

Make a thick paste of plaster of paris and water.Add little fevicoal to get a perfect 
blend. Apply a thin coat of fevicol on the ply board. Apply the paste of plaster of paris 
on it.Give the texture of waves using fingers in a wavy motion. Remember to be fast 
because the plaster of paris paste sets very quickly.

Let it dry for atleast 3 hours. Make some small heaps of clay to show the effect of 
uneven surface. Apply fevicoal coat on wet clay,and sprinkle sand to give a textured 
effect.Add some sea shells,corals, to give a sea side effect. For Fishes,develop them us-
ing papermache clay,giving a 3d shape.make atleast 5 fishes,of different species.
Make some jelly fishes also,and some sea plants,all added to the surface of ply. 
After drying,apply a coat of white enamel. Let it dry for a day. 
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Now,start colouring with desired fevicryl colours,giving proper shading. Always start 
from the background colouring. After finishing the colouring,apply a coat of clear var-
nish. Apply another coat of clear varnish when the first coat dries.
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MEASURES

84 breast, 
70 waist, 
16 shoulder, 
33 full length

BACK PART
1-0-full length less 21/2 cm.2-0= one fourth breast less 21/2 cm. 3-0 = 
4 cm. 4-0 = one twelfth breast. 5 is squared from 3 and 4. 6-0 = shoul-
der + 3/4 cm. 7 is squared from 6 and 2. 8-6 = 21/2 cm. 9-2 = one 
fourth breast. Draw a line 8-4. 10 is squared down from 9. Shape the 
arm-hole 8-9. 11-10 = 2 cm. Draw a line 9-11 for the side seam. 12 is-
midway 1-11. At 12 take a dart 2 cm wide, 12 cm long.

FRONT PART
13-2 = half breast + 5cm. 14 & 15 are squared from 13. 16-14=12cm. 
17-14=0-4. 18 is squared from 16-17. 19-14 = 6-0. 20is squared from 
19. 21-19=6-8. Draw a line 17-21. 22-20=4cm. Shape the arm-hole 
21-22-9. 24 is squared from 23. 24-23=10cm. 25-9=5cm. 26-52=3cm.
Dart 12cm. 27-10=26-25. 28-27=2cm. Draw a line 26-28. 29 is squared 
from 27. 29-24=4cm. Dart 10 cm. 30-16=2cm. 31-23=2cm.

DIY PROJECT - SEWING SERIES

HOW TO MAKE BLOUSE?
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I hope you still remember 
Suganthi’s tutorial on basic quilling shapes ‘cause I’m going to share with you on how 
to turn them into a flower, which I called Termitaria. New to quilling? Don’t worry, as I 
will provide you with a step-by-step guide to make this flower.

You’ll need:

30 strips for the petals, 10 strips for the outer petals
3 strips for the centrepiece (base), 8 strips for the upper centrepiece

Note:  I’m using 3mm strips. If you don’t have a shredding machine, you can cut the 
strips according to the size that you like.
Slotted paper quilling tool (or toothpick)
PVA glue (or any glue that you have)
Circle template (you can get this at any stationery shop)
If you don’t have a quilling tool, what you need to do is to take the toothpick and 
snip the end of it with a small knife for about 0.5 cm. And there you go, your own DYI 
quilling tool.

To make Termitaria flower, you need to prepare some eyes or marquises. First, take 
one paper strip and roll it with the slotted tool until the end to form a coil. 

DIY PROJECT - QUILLING SERIES
BY NUR SYAZWANI HALIM

VISIT HER ONLINE AT : http://syazcards.blogspot.in/

http://syazcards.blogspot.in/
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Then, release the coil from the tool, but don’t glue it yet. Instead, let the coil rolls in-
side the circle template to get the intended size. In my case, I use size 11 for my loose 
coil. It depends on how big you want your flower to be.

For those who don’t have the circle template, you can release your coil and al-
low it to loosen naturally until you get the size that you want. After that, glue 
the end of the strip (Don’t put too much glue). Be careful and don’t forget to 
maintain the size or else it’ll be difficult for you to create your petal.

Pinch the opposing ends of the loose coil to form the eye shape. Repeat the 
steps until you have six coils of such shape.
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Once you’ve finished with all the six eyes, you can begin gluing them together 
to form a petal. Let it dry for awhile.

Glue one end of two strips together to create a long strip. Then, wrap the strip 
around petal and glue its end.

Repeat the process all over again until you have five petals.
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Before you can glue all the petals together, make a tight coil for the centre 
of the flower. You only need to roll your strips until the end and glue it. After 
you’ve done with the tight coil, you’ll have five petals with one tight coil.

Glue them together to form a flower. Make another tight coil (way bigger than 
the first one) from a different coloured paper to cover all the joint of the flower 
(you can also replace the centrepiece with a button or beads, depends on your 
preference). And tadaa! You have your own Termitaria flower.

Have fun and happy quilling (^__^)
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DIY PROJECT - CROCHET SERIES

 Baby High Top Booties - Toddler/Child Size 
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  Size Estimate
Hook H/5 mm - Size 6"/15.2cm Sole

Abbreviations

FHDC - Foundation Half Double Crochet
SL ST - Slip Stitch
HDC - Half Double Crochet
EA - Each
CH- Chain
MC - Magic Circle
HDC DEC - Half Double Crochet Decrease
( ) - Parenthesis - The parenthesis are used to include how many stitches are made on each round or 
other information of relevance.

Half Double Crochet Decrease - The HDC DEC is worked over 2 stitches to join and 
reduce it down to 1 stitch. Wrap the yarn over the hook, insert the hook in the first stitch, pull the 
yarn through the stitch. Leave all 3 loops on the hook. Wrap the yarn over the hook, insert the 
hook in the next stitch, Wrap the yarn over the hook and pull the yarn through. There are 5 loops 
on the hook. Wrap the yarn over the hook and pull the yarn through all 5 loops to complete the 
half double crochet decrease.

SOLE
Round 1 - Side 1: 16 Foundation Half Double Crochet, Work 4 HDC in the same space as the 
last stitch.
Round 1 - Side 2: Work 1 HDC in ea of the next 14 HDC, Work 4 HDC in the last HDC, join with 
beginning HDC. (38 Half Double Crochet Total)

Round 2: Ch 1, pull up, this chain will not count as a stitch, only a step up to make the rest of the 
stitches. 2 HDC in the same ST. 1 HDC in ea of the next 14 St’s. (Increase Section) (This next sec-
tion has increase stitches to form the rounded shaping of the booty) 2 HDC in the next ST, 1 HDC 
in the next St, 2 HDC in the next ST, 1 HDC in the next ST, 2 HDC in the next ST. 1 HDC in ea of 
the next 14 St’s, (Increase Section) 2 HDC in the next ST, 1 HDC in the next ST, 2 HDC in the next 
ST, 1 HDC in the next St, join. (44 Half Double Crochet Total)

Round 3: Ch 1, pull up, this chain will not count as a stitch, only a step up to make the rest of 
the stitches. 2 HDC in the same ST. 1 HDC in ea of the next 14 St’s. (Increase Section) 2 HDC in 
the next ST. 1 HDC in ea of the next 2 St’s, 2 HDC in the next ST. 2 HDC in the next ST. 1 HDC 
in ea of the next 2 St’s. 2 HDC in the next ST. 1 HDC in ea of the next 14 St’s. (Increase Section) 2 
HDC in the next ST. 1 HDC in ea of the next 2 St’s, 2 HDC in the next ST. 2 HDC in the next ST. 1 
HDC in ea of the next 2 St’s. Join with the beginning HDC. Do not cut the yarn, you will be able to 
join it on round 5. (52 Half Double Crochet Total)
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  Round 4-5: 1 HDC in ea ST around. Join at the beginning of the round. Cut and change color. 
(52 Half Double Crochet Total)

Round 6: Contrasting color of your choice. Attach the new color with a SL ST. CH 1, Work 1 
SC in ea ST around, join. Do not cut the yarn. (52 Single Crochet Total)

Round 7: Pull the loop from Round 5 up through the top of the closest single crochet on Round 5. 
Ch 1, pull up, this chain will not count as a stitch, only a step up to make the rest of the stitches. 
Work 1 HDC in ea ST around, join. Cut the yarn and sew in the tail. (52 Half Double Crochet 
Total)

Toe Top
I am providing two was to make the toe top.
Technique 1 - Magic circle, Work 6 HDC in the loop, pull shut, CH 1, turn, Work 2 HDC in EA ST 
around for a total of 12HDC. Work 2 HDC in each stitch around for a total of 24. Knot to magic 
circle so it will not com apart.

Technique 2 - CH 3, join. Work 6 HDC in the loop, pull shut, CH 1, turn, Work 2 HDC in EA ST 
around for a total of 12 HDC. Work 2 HDC in each stitch around for a total of 24.

Cut off a long length of tail for either technique. It will be used to sew the toe top to the sole of the 
bootie.

Attaching Toe top to Sole
Find the front center of the sole. Mark with a yarn marker. Count back 12 stitches. Whip stitch the 
each individual stitch of the top, top to the matching stitch of the sole.

Ankle Side

Row 1: Attach color of choice to the first HDC on the right side of sole. CH 1, pull up, this will not 
count as a stitch, Work 1 HDC in ea HDC around. ( 28 Half Double Crochet total)

Row 2: CH 1, pull up, this will not count as a stitch, Work 1 HDC in ea HDC around. ( 28 Half 
Double Crochet total)

Row 3: CH 1, SK the first HDC, Work 1 HDC in ea of the next 25 St’s. Work a HDC DEC for the 
last ST. ( 26 Half Double Crochet total)

Row 4: CH 1, SK the first HDC, Work 1 HDC in ea of the next 23 St’s. Work a HDC DEC for the 
last ST. ( 24 Half Double Crochet total)

Row 5: CH 1, SK the first HDC, Work 1 HDC in ea of the next 21 St’s. Work a HDC DEC for the 
last ST. ( 22 Half Double Crochet total)
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  Row 6: CH 1, SK the first HDC, Work 1 HDC in ea of the next 19 St’s. Work a HDC DEC for the 
last ST. ( 20 Half Double Crochet total)

Row 7: CH 1, Work 1 HDC in ea of the next 20 St’s. Cut the Yarn. ( 20 Half Double Crochet total)

Tongue
Row 1: Attach the yarn with a slip stitch to the toe top, CH 1, Evenly work 12 HDC across toe 
top.( 12 Half Double Crochet Total)

Row 2-7: CH 1, 1 HDC in ea HDC across. Cut the Yarn. ( 12 Half Double Crochet Total)

Eyelet Edging and Tongue Edging
Attach same color yarn, as side or color of your choice to the top left of bootie. Work the next 
stitches evenly along the lace edge. CH 1, *SC, CH 2, 2 SC, CH 2, 2 SC, CH 2, 2 SC, CH 2, 2 SC, CH 
2, 2 SC.* There wil be 5 eyelet loops. Work single crochet evenly along the 3 sides of the tongue. 
Repeat between the two asterisks * one time for the opposite eyelet edging. Cut the yarn and sew in 
the tail.

Ankle Edging Top
With a contrasting color or color of your choice, work 1 row of single crochet across to top. Cut the 
yarn and sew in the tail.

Lace
Chain 100, SL ST back across the lace. Cut the yarn and sew in the tail. Weave the lace through the 
eyelets once all the tails are sewn in and everything is attached.

Star Emblem

Circle behind star - Chain 7, join. CH 1, pull up loop. Work 12 HDC in the loop. Join with the be-
ginning HDC

Star

Technique 1 - Magic Circle , *CH 3, SL ST in loop, repeate 5 times total from *.

Technique 2 - Chain 3, join, *CH 3, SL ST in loop, repeate 5 times total from *.

Align the star on top of the circle using the best blending color of yarn, to attach the emblem, sew-
ing all pieces at once. Knot and sew in all the tails.
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DIY PROJECT - Decorative Diya and Thali Set 
BY RAMYA SRINIVASAN

Here we attempt to make a set of decorative diyas and thali. For a change, shades of blue have 
been used in this decor set. This decorative diya – thali set can also be gifted to your dear ones.

Happy Diwali to one and All. So lets see how to make this beautiful Diya and Thali Set.

VISIT HER ONLINE AT http://artplatter.com/

http://artplatter.com/
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Step 1: Clean the diyas which are to be decorated. Step 2: Paint them using acrylic colors of 
the chosen shade.

Step 3: I painted three coats for a good finish. Allow 
the paint to dry.

Step 4: The diyas used are quite small (about 2 
inches), and so the design is kept very simple 
here. Glue is applied along the rim of the diya 
and small white stones are glued on.

Here is the design completed.
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Step 5:  Steps 2 to 4 are repeated and a few more 
diyas are decorated. Apply a coat of clear varnish 
and allow to dry well.

Step 6: A wooden base is taken for the 
thali and is painted using pearl white 
shade. I haven’t painted too many coats, 
as I wanted the wooden texture to be 
seen.

Step 7: Silver lace is 
glued on along the 
sides as shown.

Step 8: An outline is then 
drawn using silver glitter 
glue / 3d outliner.
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Step 9: Big and small blue rhinestones are 
alternatively glued on like a frame.

…this way.

Step 10: Small white
 rhinestones were 
glued on top of the big 
blue stones.

Step 11:

Near the four corners of 
the frame, round mirrors 
and white rhinestones 
were glued to make the 
design below.
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Step 12: Design at the center made using 
pearls and stones in different colors and 
shapes.

Step 13: Finally, silver lace work. The thali looks 
like a kundan rangoli too
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Goldwork Embroidery

Goldwork is the art of embroidery using metal threads. It is particularly prized for 
the way light plays on it. The term "goldwork" is used even when the threads are 
imitation gold, silver, or copper. The metal wires used to make the threads have 

never been entirely gold; they have always been gold-coated silver (silver-gilt) or cheaper 
metals, and even then the "gold" often contains a very low percent of real gold. Most metal 
threads are available in silver and sometimes copper as well as gold; some are available in 
colors as well.

Goldwork is always surface embroidery and free embroidery; the vast majority is a form 
of laid work or couching; that is, the gold threads are held onto the surface of the fabric by 
a second thread, usually of fine silk. The ends of the thread, depending on type, are simply 
cut off, or are pulled through to the back of the embroidery and carefully secured with the 
couching thread. A tool called a mellore or a stilleto is used to help position the threads 
and create the holes needed to pull them through.

Brief History of Gold Work
Throughout history, goldwork embroidery 
has been a symbol of opulence and dis-
tinction. It has been used to decorate the 
robes of emperors and kings, the ceremo-
nial dress of military and clergy, and adorn 
the costume of the 
wealthy. Goldwork 
was originally devel-
oped in Asia, and has 
been used for at least 
2000 years. Its use reached a 
remarkable level of skill in the Mid-
dle Ages, when a style called Opus 
Anglicanum was developed in Eng-
land and used extensively in church 
vestments and hangings..After this 
period it was also used frequently in 
the clothing and furnishings of the 
royalty and nobility throughout 
Europe, and still later on military 
and other regalia.

Goldwork is currently a fairly uncommon 
skill, even among embroiderers who work 
in other free embroidery styles; it is now 
most commonly used for the highest-qual-
ity church vestments and art embroidery. It 

has always been 
reserved for occasional 
and special use only, 
due to both the ex-
pense of the materials 
and the time to create 
the embroidery, and 
because the threads 
- no matter how 
expertly applied - 
will not hold up to 
frequent laundering 
of any kind.

Court Robe. Chinese 
before 1820. Discovered in London an-
tique shop 1964. Overall design in laid goldwork 
forming scrolling clouds and dragons. Collection 
of Embroiderers Guild of America
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Gold Embroidery Today

Today, goldwork is still an important 
element of military, religious an d cer-
emonial textiles. But off late they are 
combined to make contemporary pieces

Earliers in goldwork only expensive 
pure metals are used, now there are 
affordable substitutes. Art embroidery 
and an increased interest in fasion-
able goldwork accessories has seen the 
technique embraced by embroiderers 
around the globe. No longer goldwork 
is the privelage of wealthy. 

First published in France in 1884 in “ The Encyclopaedia of Needlework”, Therese De 
Dillmont writes in her introduction to gold embroidery:

“ Up to the present time, dating from the end of the eighteenth century, gold embroidery 
has been almost exclusively confined to those who made it a profession; amateurs have sel-
dom attempted what, it was commonly supposed, required an apprenticeship of nine years 
to attain any proficiency in.

But now, when it is the fashion to decorate every kind of fancy article, whether of leather, 
plush, or velvet, with monograms and ingenious devices of all descriptions, the art of gold 
embroidery has revived and is being taken up and practised with success, even by those to 
whom needlework is nothing more than an agreeable recreation.”

      
Orphrey for Chasuble English Circa 1880’s.
Detailing of the gold work
From the collection of the 
Embroiderers Guild of America
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Another amazing tutorial by our very own Lalita Solomon.  For more such tutorials visit
www.craftziners.info 

Mural Painting
by Lalita Solomon

Below given are step by step How to do the Painting?

Step 1: Paint the Canvas Board using Acrylic colours:-Red , or-
ange , brown, and Yellow
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by Lalita Solomon

Step 2: Draw the figure on the foam sheet 
and cut neatly. You can also use cardboard.

Step 3: Arrange the pieces and visualize for 
CP Work.

Step 4: Cut out the Figure and Paint them 
Black.

Step 5: Prepare CP for making Dress, 
Heads, Pots and Baskets.
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Step 6: Roll Porcelain Clay, cut and press 
the figure.

Step 7: Attach CP Arms to the shoulders

Step 8:  Roll CP over jute fabric to get the 
texture. 

After Completion of CP Work
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For ref. CP Heads and Pots.

Use Jute material for bags.

Paint the bag, fill them with 
Grains. Mix grain with glue 
and pour in the bags
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Pinterest Love
Don’t you all love Pinterest Sharing. These are some shoes / slippers that you can try 
making at home.

DIY Burberry Tribal High Heels - I 
just loved this Tribal High heels. 
Its very simple and easy to make. 
Do check the website - http://apair-
andaspare.blogspot.co.uk/2011/07/
diy-burberry-tribal-high-heels.html

.

I just love the shoes. I feel its a very 
simple and easy to do. You just need 
Ghungroo. Do try and let me know

Summer Love. I know summer is over and 
winter has started still :) give it a try for the next 
summer :)- http://www.craftinspirationstudio.
com/archives/summer-slippers.html

http://www.craftinspirationstudio.com/archives/summer-slippers.html
http://www.craftinspirationstudio.com/archives/summer-slippers.html
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As a kid I used to love reading and 
watching The Wizard of Oz. I wanted 
to own a pair of Dorothy’s Shoes. So 
heres something I will try making very 
soon - http://postgradcrafts.blogspot.
in/2011/10/dorothys-shoes.html

Winter is here - So you should all try 
making this DIY Sweater Boots. - http://
www.instructables.com/id/Upcycled-
Sweater-Boots/

Don’t you love Crocheted Shoes - http://allabou-
tami.tumblr.com/post/20985768256/slippers1

Finally a Cozy Toes. Don’t you all love your 
cozy shoes. This is a fun sewing project - 
http://prudentbaby.com/2010/10/baby-kid/
how-to-make-fabric-slippers-with-free-
pattern-2/

http://postgradcrafts.blogspot.in/2011/10/dorothys-shoes.html
http://postgradcrafts.blogspot.in/2011/10/dorothys-shoes.html
http://www.instructables.com/id/Upcycled-Sweater-Boots/
http://www.instructables.com/id/Upcycled-Sweater-Boots/
http://www.instructables.com/id/Upcycled-Sweater-Boots/
 http://allaboutami.tumblr.com/post/20985768256/slippers1
 http://allaboutami.tumblr.com/post/20985768256/slippers1
http://prudentbaby.com/2010/10/baby-kid/how-to-make-fabric-slippers-with-free-pattern-2/
http://prudentbaby.com/2010/10/baby-kid/how-to-make-fabric-slippers-with-free-pattern-2/
http://prudentbaby.com/2010/10/baby-kid/how-to-make-fabric-slippers-with-free-pattern-2/
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In this issue we are showcasing the work of Varsha. Name : Varsha Venkatesn
Age: 10 Years
School: National Public School, 5 Grade
Hobbies : Music, Dance, Quilling, Painting and many other forms of art like Madnuba-
ni, Varli, Coffee and one stroke 
Goal in life: Study in Europe and become a Fashion Designer

Art Gallery of Craftziners Members
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 Crafting Inspirations from around      
the globe- get connected 

             Please support our advertisers! 
clicking on any ad in this issue will take you directly to their websites

http://craftinspirationstudio.com
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Your free downloads for this month.
 New Downloads for free every month 
visit - www.allpatternsdirectory.com
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DO VISIT OUR CONTRIBUTORS AND SHARE THEM 
THE LOVE

http://artplatter.com/
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 submissions
 Any comments or concerns regarding our content can be emailed to:
 craftziners@gmail.com

 advertising
 Interested in advertising with CZS.Visit our Advertising Page to view all our web 
 and print ad options.

 please note
 All advertisements and written URL’s are linked to websites. If clicked on,
 you will be prompted to open a browser window and directed to the website. 
 CZS  is not responsible for individual website content nor affiliated 
 with them in any way.

 printing tips
 You may print CZS Mag as a whole or in part. To print specific pages check the box
 in your print menu that says “From” and enter the specific page numbers you wish 
 to print. i.e.: If you wish to print page 5 select Print from Page 5 to Page 5.

Do you need more hits to your blog? Do you 
have an interesting article / tutorial that you want to 
share to our readers? Then just send the article or ar-
ticle link to our editors at CRAFTZINERS. You can be in 
our next feature. Just mail to craftziners@gmail.com


